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Experimental data is presented that illustrates important displacement current phenomena in the

magnetically insulated transmission lines (MITLs) of the refurbished Z accelerator [D. V. Rose et al.,

Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13, 010402 (2010)]. Specifically, we show how displacement current in

the MITLs causes significant differences between the accelerator current measured at the vacuum-

insulator stack (at a radial position of about 1.6 m from the Z axis of symmetry) and the accelerator

current measured at the load (at a radial position of about 6 cm from the Z axis of symmetry). The

importance of accounting for these differences was first emphasized by Jennings et al. [C. A. Jennings

et al., IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. 38, 529 (2010)], who calculated them using a full transmission-line-

equivalent model of the four-level MITL system. However, in the data presented by Jennings et al.,

many of the interesting displacement current phenomena were obscured by parasitic current losses that

occurred between the vacuum-insulator stack and the load (e.g., electron flow across the anode-cathode

gap). By contrast, the data presented herein contain very little parasitic current loss, and thus for these

low-loss experiments we are able to demonstrate that the differences between the current measured at

the stack and the current measured at the load are due primarily to the displacement current that results

from the shunt capacitance of the MITLs (about 8.41 nF total). Demonstrating this is important because

displacement current is an energy storage mechanism, where energy is stored in the MITL electric

fields and can later be used by the system. Thus, even for higher-loss experiments, the differences

between the current measured at the stack and the current measured at the load are often largely due to

energy storage and subsequent release, as opposed to being due solely to some combination of

measurement error and current loss in the MITLs and/or double post-hole convolute. Displacement

current also explains why the current measured downstream of the MITLs (i.e., the load current) often

exceeds the current measured upstream of the MITLs (i.e., the stack current) at various times in the

power pulse (this particular phenomenon was initially thought to be due to timing and/or calibration

errors). To facilitate a better understanding of these phenomena, we also introduce and analyze a

simple LC circuit model of the MITLs. This model is easily implemented as a simple drive circuit

in simulation codes, which has now been done for the LASNEX code [G. B. Zimmerman and W. L.

Kruer, Comments Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 2, 51 (1975)] at Sandia, as well as for simpler

MATLAB�-based codes at Sandia. An example of this LC model used as a drive circuit will also be

presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The refurbished Z pulsed-power accelerator [1,2] deliv-
ers approximately 4-MV, 26-MA, 100–600-ns electrical
pulses to various loads for research efforts in inertial
confinement fusion [3–7], pulsed-power physics [8],
z-pinch physics [9,10], radiation effects [11], radiation
physics [12,13], laboratory astrophysics [14], dynamic
materials [15–17], and other high-energy-density physics
applications [4,18].

The architecture of the refurbished Z accelerator is
discussed in detail in Ref. [2].1 It is based on thirty-six
Marx-generator/pulse-forming-line modules connected
electrically in parallel (Fig. 1). Each of the thirty-six

1Reference [2] is on the 3D electromagnetic modeling of the
principal components of Z using the LSP code [19–21]. The
models of the various components are combined to run simula-
tions of Z as a single system. Because all of the principal
components of Z are considered, Ref. [2] also provides a
thorough description of the refurbished Z accelerator.
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Marx generators contains sixty 2:6-�F capacitors. When
the capacitors are charged to 90 kV, Z stores approximately
23 MJ of electrical energy.

Since Z is a pulsed-power accelerator, various stages are
necessary for achieving pulse compression and power
amplification, as well as pulse-shaping capabilities.
Referring to Fig. 1, we see that each Marx generator is
discharged into a coaxial intermediate storage capacitor
(ISC). Each ISC is subsequently discharged through a
laser-triggered gas switch (LTGS) into a coaxial pulse-
forming line (PFL). Each PFL is discharged through a
self-breaking main water switch into an output transmis-
sion line (OTL1). Each OTL1 is discharged through a
peaking water switch into a second output transmission
line (OTL2). The OTL2s combine pairs of OTL1 outputs
into single OTL2 outputs that feed the water convolute.
The water convolute then makes the connection from the
eighteen OTL2 outputs to the four electrically parallel
levels of the vacuum-insulator stack.

The vacuum-insulator stack is connected to four electri-
cally parallel vacuum magnetically insulated transmission
lines (MITLs) [22]. The four MITLs are then connected to
a single inner-MITL feed by a double post-hole convolute.
Finally, the inner-MITL feed connects to the experimental
load under test (e.g., a z-pinch target).

At the vacuum-insulator stack, which is at a radial
position of about 1.6 m from the Z axis of symmetry,
voltage ( _D) and current ( _B) measurements are made on
all four levels and at multiple azimuthal locations (Fig. 2)
[23,24]. Current ( _B) measurements are also made near the experimental load, at a radial position of about 6 cm from

the Z axis of symmetry, and again at multiple azimuthal
angles (Fig. 2) [23,25]. For the experiments presented in
this paper, approximately sixteen _D and sixteen _B probes
were used on each of the four levels of the vacuum-
insulator stack, and six _B probes were used at the load.
Because of the number of probes used, the relative 2�
random uncertainty is about 1% for the voltage and current
measured at the stack, and about 3% for the current mea-
sured at the load [23].2

When the waveform of the current measured at the stack
is compared with the waveform of the current measured at
the load, there can be substantial differences due to current
losses between the two measurement locations, particu-
larly in the double post-hole convolute region [26–28].
However, data from experiments with very little current
loss reveal some interesting peculiarities about these mea-
sured differences. For example, the data shown in Fig. 3
indicate that there are times when the downstream current
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FIG. 1. Cross-sectional drawing of one radial half of the
refurbished Z pulsed-power accelerator. The various compo-
nents/stages are described in the text.

2The stack and load electrical measurements presented in this
paper have been time shifted relative to each other by�0:75 and
þ0:75 ns, respectively, to account for a systematic error in signal
cross timing. These shifts are reasonable given the expected 1-ns
accuracy of cable timings, and they hold constant throughout the
analysis of this data set (six experiments). Thus, these shifts
should not impact any of the conclusions found in this paper.
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(i.e., the load current) exceeds the upstream current (i.e.,
the stack current).

These differences (e.g., regions I and II in the low-loss
example of Fig. 3) were initially suspected to be due to a
combination of measurement error and current loss in the
MITLs and double post-hole convolute. That is, it was
thought that the downstream current should always be
less than or equal to the upstream current, where the
inequality holds if there are losses and the equality holds
if there are no losses. This is understandable since a
Thevenin-equivalent representation such as the one shown
in Fig. 4 has commonly been used for interpreting mea-
sured data on Z and for driving simulations of Z experi-
ments [29]. Thus, when interpreting the waveforms shown
in Fig. 3, it was thought that there must be a timing and/or
calibration error in the measurements to explain the times
when the downstream current exceeds the upstream cur-
rent. Furthermore, the differences in the two waveform
shapes were interpreted as current losses between the
two measurement locations. Indeed this is largely true for
higher-loss experiments. But it was eventually shown by
Jennings et al. in Ref. [26] that a significant portion of
these differences could be accounted for in a lossless
fashion by using a full transmission-line-equivalent
(TLE) model of the four-level MITL system (similar

TLE methods have been used in the past; see, for example,
Refs. [22,30,31]). However, in the data presented by
Jennings et al., many of the interesting displacement
current phenomena were obscured by parasitic current
losses that occurred between the vacuum-insulator stack
and the load (e.g., electron flow across the anode-cathode
gap).3 By contrast, the data presented herein contain very
little parasitic current loss, and thus for these low-loss
experiments, we will demonstrate that the differences be-
tween the current measured at the stack and the current
measured at the load are due primarily to the displacement
current that results from the shunt capacitance of the
MITLs (about 8.41 nF total).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sec. II, we demonstrate that, for the low-loss data shown in
Fig. 3, the differences between the current measured at the
stack and the current measured at the load are accounted
for using a lossless propagation model (i.e., using the full
TLE method of Ref. [26] with the loss mechanisms turned
off). In Sec. III, we introduce a simple LC model of the Z
MITLs to aid in the explanation of the observed phe-
nomena. In Sec. IV, we demonstrate the use of this LC
model as a simple drive circuit for simulation codes. In
Sec. V, we summarize our findings.

FIG. 4. The Thevenin-equivalent circuit representation of Z
that has commonly been used for driving simulations and inter-
preting data from experiments. The averages of the current
measurements made at the vacuum-insulator stack and the load
are represented by Istack and Iload, respectively, while VocðtÞ is the
Z open-circuit source voltage, Z0 is the accelerator impedance, L
is the MITL inductance, RlossðtÞ is a resistive element for
modeling parasitic current losses from electron flow across the
anode-cathode gap prior to the load, L0 is the inductance of the
double post-hole convolute and inner-MITL feed, and LtargetðtÞ is
the dynamic inductance of the target. This circuit is derived from
more sophisticated pulsed-power simulations that model all
major components of the Z accelerator [29,39]. Note that this
representation does not include an element for displacement
current. Thus, this representation implies that Iload � Istack for
all time, which is clearly inconsistent with the data shown in
Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. A low-loss example of the Z accelerator current mea-
sured at the vacuum-insulator stack and measured at the load.
The error bars plotted at four times (33, 53, 73, and 93 ns) show
the relative �2� random uncertainty in the measurements (i.e.,
�1% for the stack current and �3% for the load current). Thus,
we are confident that we are able to resolve the subtle differences
between the stack and load currents, particularly early in the
pulse (i.e., regions I and II).

3In fact, much of Ref. [26] is devoted to characterizing,
modeling, and simulating the parasitic current losses of that
data set.
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II. ANALYSIS USING A FULL TRANSMISSION-
LINE-EQUIVALENT MODEL

For the low-loss experiments presented in this paper,
when using the full lossless TLE method of Ref. [26] to
translate the stack measurements to the position of the
load-current measurements, waveform agreement such as
that displayed in Fig. 5 is obtained. This shows that the
load current can indeed exceed the stack current at various
times during the power pulse. This particular phenomenon
was not apparent in the data set of Ref. [26] because the
parasitic current losses were sufficient for the measured
load current to always be less than the measured stack
current. By contrast, the parasitic current loss in the data
presented in this paper is so small that the phenomenon is
very apparent.

Figure 5 also shows that the load current can be sub-
stantially less than the stack current even when there are no
parasitic losses. This has important consequences for prop-
erly evaluating the parasitic current loss in all experiments,
as was pointed out by Jennings et al. in Ref. [26]. That is,
the stack measurements must first be properly translated to
the location of the load-current measurements, and only
then should the current losses be calculated (for example,

by subtracting the measured load current from the lossless
TLE translation of the measured stack current). This is
described further in Ref. [26].

III. EXPLANATION OF THE OBSERVED
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT PHENOMENA
USING A SIMPLE LC CIRCUIT MODEL

We can more easily explain the phenomena observed in
Figs. 3 and 5 by reducing the full TLE model (four parallel
ladder networks each consisting of�1000 series inductors
and shunt capacitors) down to a single equivalent series
inductor (6.64 nH) and a single equivalent shunt capacitor
(8.41 nF).4 The resulting simple circuit is shown in Fig. 6
(we will refer to this as the ‘‘LC’’ model). This reduction is
reasonable since the minimum rise time of the Z accelera-
tor current is much longer than the electromagnetic transit
time in the MITLs (i.e., 100 ns � 6 ns).5

Thus with a valid model, we proceed as follows. Since
the displacement current ‘‘through’’ the capacitor is
CðdVC=dtÞ, where VC is the voltage across the capacitor,
and t is the time, we know that the resulting load current
must be

Iload ¼ Istack � C
dVC

dt
: (1)

Also, since the voltage drop across the inductor L is
LðdIstack=dtÞ, we know that the resulting voltage across
the capacitor must be

VC ¼ Vstack � L
dIstack
dt

: (2)

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we have the LC-translated
current at the load

Iload ¼ Istack � C
dVstack

dt
þ LC

d2Istack
dt2

: (3)

In Fig. 7, we plot the LC-translated current of Eq. (3)
along with the measured load current and the measured
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FIG. 5. The Z accelerator current measured at the vacuum-
insulator stack and then translated to the position of the load-
current measurements using the Jennings TLE model of the
refurbished Z MITLs [26]. The error bars plotted at four times
(33, 53, 73, and 93 ns) show the relative �2� random uncer-
tainty in the measurements (i.e., �1% for the stack current and
�3% for the load current). Note that for this low-loss example,
the translated stack current measurement agrees with the load-
current measurement to within the measurement error, giving us
confidence in both the fidelity of the various independent mea-
surements, as well as the translation procedure.

4These values were calculated assuming that the MITL gap is
filled solely with vacuum. The slight time-dependent capacitive
increase caused by flow electrons in the gap near the cathode was
calculated and was found to have a negligible effect on our
analysis. Thus, a discussion on MITL flow impedance has been
omitted. However, interested readers should consult Refs. [32–35]
for more on the subject.

5Should the load impedance change rapidly (i.e., on the order
of the 6-ns MITL transit time or less), the full 8.41 nF of MITL
capacitance, represented by the shunt capacitor in the LC model,
will not be completely accessible due to transit-time isolation.
Thus, care must be taken when applying and interpreting the LC
model in these cases. Despite this fact, it has been our experience
that the load current produced using the full 8.41 nF in the LC
model matches the measured load current well even at times
when the load impedance is changing rapidly. Therefore in
practice the model proves useful throughout the power pulse
of a given experiment.
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stack current.6 We see that the LC-translated and measured
load-current waveforms are in good agreement in this low-
loss example. That is, features such as the load current
exceeding the stack current at various times are clearly
captured using this model.7 From this agreement, it is clear
that, for these low-loss experiments, the displacement cur-
rent term in Eq. (1) is responsible for the observed differ-
ences between the current measured at the stack and the
current measured at the load. Specifically, this term shows
that Iload < Istack whenever dVC=dt > 0, that Iload ¼ Istack
whenever dVC=dt ¼ 0, and that Iload > Istack whenever

FIG. 6. Schematic of the LC circuit model for Z. The averages
of the voltage and current measurements made at the vacuum-
insulator stack and the current measurements made at the load
are represented by Vstack, Istack, and Iload, respectively. The MITL
inductance (6.64 nH) and capacitance (8.41 nF) are represented
by L and C, respectively, and were calculated using the electro-
magnetic field solver of the GORGON code [26,36,37]. The
inductance of the double post-hole convolute (calculated using
the QUICKSILVER code [28,40,41]) and inner-MITL feed is rep-
resented by L0, which is about 4–6 nH depending on the
experiment. The dynamic inductance of the target is represented
by LtargetðtÞ, which is target and time dependent. Values for L0

and LtargetðtÞ are, however, not required for the load-current

analysis of Sec. III [see Eqs. (1)–(3)]. Also not required for
our discussion is the resistive element, RlossðtÞ, since we are only
considering low-loss cases (for higher-loss cases, see Ref. [26]).
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FIG. 7. The Z accelerator current measured at the vacuum-
insulator stack and then translated to the position of the load-
current measurements using the LC translation of Eqs. (1)–(3).
The error bars plotted at four times (33, 53, 73, and 93 ns) show
the relative �2� random uncertainty in the measurements (i.e.,
�1% for the stack current and �3% for the load current). In
formulating the stack-to-load translation in this manner, some
key insights are gained, as discussed in the text.
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LC-translated accelerator currents and their relationship to the
stack and capacitor voltages in the LC model.

6Numerical differentiation of the stack voltage and current
data results in a somewhat noisy signal for the LC translation (at
least relative to the TLE translation shown in Fig. 5). Because of
this, we have smoothed the capacitor voltage of Eq. (2) using a
�5-ns moving-average filter. Later, in Sec. IV, when the LC
model is implemented as a drive circuit for simulations, this
noise is no longer a concern due to numerical integration, and
thus smoothing is not applied.

7It is worth mentioning that since the characteristic impedance
is fairly constant throughout the Z MITLs, similar agreement
could be obtained with a single-step transmission line translation
such as that described in Ref. [31]. That is, rather than dealing
with the �1000 elements of the full TLE translation, or the
numerically differentiated data of the LC translation, we could
use

Iload ¼ 1

2
½Istackðt� �Þ þ Istackðtþ �Þ� þ 1

2Z
½Vstackðt� �Þ

� Vstackðtþ �Þ�;
where � ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

LC
p

and Z ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

L=C
p

.
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dVC=dt < 0. These voltage-current characteristics are
illustrated in Fig. 8.

From the preceding relationships, the following picture
emerges. Early in the power pulse, while the voltage is
rising (dVC=dt > 0), the MITL capacitance is charged by
some of the stack current, and therefore the load current is
less than the stack current. Eventually, the voltage levels
off (dVC=dt � 0), MITL charging ceases, and the stack
current is equal to the load current. Finally, as the voltage
falls (dVC=dt < 0), the MITL capacitance discharges,
supplying a displacement current that reinforces the stack
current, and thus the load current exceeds the stack
current.

Since we have substituted a single capacitor for a dis-
tributed MITL capacitance, it is somewhat unclear
whether VCðtÞ adequately represents the voltage character-
istics throughout the MITLs. But by using the full TLE
model of Ref. [26], we find that dV=dt � 0 at about the
same time throughout the MITLs, and thus the picture
described above remains unchanged. This verification is
shown in Fig. 9, where the voltages at three different
locations, the stack, the load, and about halfway through
the MITLs, have been plotted. We see that the waveform
of the current measured at the load crosses over the
waveform of the current measured at the stack when
dV=dt � 0 throughout the MITLs. Thus, this crossover
point is well understood.

IV. THELCMODELASA SIMPLEDRIVECIRCUIT

Having verified that the LCmodel adequately represents
the Z MITLs, we can use the model as a simple drive
circuit for simulations. The schematic for this is shown
in Fig. 10 (this is essentially a reduced version of the more
sophisticated drive circuit discussed in Ref. [26] for Z
simulations using the GORGON code [26,36,37]). By using
a drive circuit, simulations are driven solely by an open-
circuit voltage waveform, such as the one shown in Fig. 11.
This waveform can be constructed from the stack measure-
ments of a previous Z experiment as follows:

VocðtÞ ¼ 2VfðtÞ ¼ Vstack þ Z0Istack; (4)

where VfðtÞ is the forward-going voltage at the stack.
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FIG. 9. A low-loss example of the stack and load accelerator
currents and their relationship to the voltages throughout the
MITLs. The two measured current waveforms cross each other
when dV=dt � 0 throughout the MITLs because the MITL
displacement current is approximately zero when dV=dt � 0
throughout the MITLs. (The translated voltages were calculated
using the lossless TLE model of Ref. [26].)

FIG. 10. Schematic of the LC model implemented as a drive
circuit for Z simulations (essentially a simplified version of that
discussed in Ref. [26]). The components are the same as those
described in Fig. 6, with the exception of the Z open-circuit
voltage, VocðtÞ (Fig. 11), and the Z accelerator impedance, Z0

(about 0:18 �). The resistive element, RlossðtÞ, is not required for
our discussion since we are only considering low-loss cases (for
higher-loss cases, see Ref. [26]).
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structed at the vacuum-insulator stack using Eq. (4). This rep-
resents Z operating in short-pulse mode (i.e., accelerator current
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The LC model has now been implemented as a drive
circuit for simulations using the LASNEX code [38] as well
as simpler MATLAB�-based simulations. A low-loss ex-
ample of the agreement that can be achieved between the
simulation-synthesized load current and the measured load
current is shown in Fig. 12. For simulating experiments
with complex loss mechanisms, a more sophisticated drive
circuit should be used, such as that described by Jennings
et al. in Ref. [26]. However, for many applications, this
simple approach is sufficient.

V. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented low-loss experimental data that illus-
trates important displacement current phenomena in the
MITLs of the refurbished Z accelerator (Fig. 3).
Specifically, we were able to show that displacement cur-
rent in the MITLs causes significant differences between
the accelerator current measured at the vacuum-insulator
stack and the accelerator current measured at the load, even
when there are no parasitic losses (Figs. 5–7).

An important implication of this is that displacement
current must be accounted for when calculating the para-
sitic current loss of a given experiment, as was done by
Jennings et al. in Ref. [26]. That is, the stack measurements
must first be properly translated to the location of the load-
current measurements, and only then should the parasitic

current loss be calculated (for example, by subtracting the
measured load current from the lossless translation of the
measured stack current). The important thing to note is
that, for a given experiment, much of what could be
interpreted as parasitic current loss in the MITLs and/or
the double post-hole convolute is often actually energy
storage in the MITL electric fields.
Moreover, we were able to explain the observed phe-

nomenon of the downstream current (i.e., the load current)
exceeding the upstream current (i.e., the stack current) in
terms of displacement current. Specifically, we showed
that for low-loss experiments, the shunt capacitance of
the Z MITLs enables the downstream current to exceed
the upstream current when dV=dt < 0, and that the down-
stream current is approximately equal to the upstream
current when dV=dt � 0 throughout the MITLs (Figs. 8
and 9).
In conclusion then, we can say that early in the power

pulse, while the voltage is rising (dV=dt > 0), the MITL
capacitance is charged by some of the stack current, and
therefore the load current is less than the stack current.
Eventually, the voltage levels off (dV=dt � 0), MITL
charging ceases, and the stack current is equal to the load
current. Finally, as the voltage falls (dV=dt < 0), the MITL
capacitance discharges, supplying a displacement current
that reinforces the stack current, and thus the load current
exceeds the stack current.
With this understanding, the importance of including

shunt capacitance in the drive-circuit models of various
simulation codes becomes clear. Thus, similar to the im-
plementation of the full four-level TLE model as a drive
circuit for GORGON simulations [26], the LC model has
now been implemented as a drive circuit for LASNEX

simulations and other simpler MATLAB�-based simulations
(Fig. 10). We saw that, by doing this, a simulation driven
by the Z open-circuit voltage (Fig. 11) resulted in a syn-
thesized load current that was in excellent agreement with
experiment (Fig. 12).
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